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Design Workshop is changing how an entire state 
addresses landscape aesthetics in its planning decisions.
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A Master Plan for the Neofrontier - Flathead, Montana.



Design Week
Building upon a program invited by LSU, Design Workshop has carried 

this model to multiple universities.
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Bolivia's outpost of hope - rain forest protection 

International Wildlife,  Jan-Feb, 1997  by Steven Hendrix 

Can tiny San Jos turn rain-forest visitors into habitat saviors and provide an ecological model for other 

communities? 

When we finally come ashore, the bow of our dugout canoe slides into the sand with a sigh of relief, one 

that all of us aboard emphatically echo. It has been a rigorous five hours on the Tuichi River, a fractious 

Amazon tributary that runs through Bolivia's northwest lowlands. 

The late-summer water is low but deceptively swift. Each time we had climbed out to shove the boat off 

rocky shallows, the current tore at us. We had come within seconds of disaster when Ruth Alipaz, a 

Quechua-Tecana Indian from the nearby village of San Jos de Uchupiamonas, was nearly swept under and 

back toward the roaring outboard. 

Now, as we sit quietly in the stilling canoe, relaxing for a moment in the warm tropical evening, unspoken 

questions arise: Will ecotourists soon pay to make this journey? And if so, will they leave behind enough 

of their money to save this remote, fragile region from potential ruin as unplanned development works its 

way up the river? 

Over the next three days, this soggy team of biologists, tourism experts and architects will lay the 

conceptual foundations for what they hope will be a small but bustling rain-forest tourist facility. With me 

and a photographer in tow, they have disembarked at Chalalan, the embryonic Amazon tourist camp 

founded by the Indians of San Jos and lying within 1.8-million-hectare (4.5-million-acre) Madidi National 

Park. Faced with shrinking economic opportunities, the 500 citizens of the isolated village want to throw 

open some of their vast wilderness to tourism in order to create local jobs as managers, owners, guides, 

cooks and artisans. And, in conjunction with conservationists, they are banking on ecotourism to protect 

their land by creating an economic incentive to preserve the forest intact. 

Theirs is an increasingly common approach to land conservation but nevertheless a controversial one, 

because increased tourist traffic carries obvious risks into remote cultures and habitats. As San Jos enters 

the tourism business, it illustrates the delicate balance demanded of indigenous communities around the 

world in the face of encroachment by the outside world. 

"San Jos is a tiny little dot, but there are so many forces at work here," says La Paz anthropologist 

Guillermo Rioja as we unload waterproof bags from the long canoe. "Haphazard tourism and growth, 

catch-as-catch-can resource exploitation--this little place represents a flash point for what is happening all 

over the tropics." 

An overflight of blue and gold macaws greets us as we unpack our peculiar gear: insect traps, field 

glasses, tape recorders, tubes of drafting paper, even a satellite navigation locator. Rioja, head of the 

Bolivian branch of Conservation International (CI), an environmental group active in ecotourism projects 

in more than a dozen countries, is here with his team at San Jos's request to help launch the community's 

ambitious plan. 

After years of false starts, last year the community won a $1.25 million grant from the Inter-American 

Development Bank to fund the project. Currently, Chalalan is nothing but a few skeletal buildings beside a 

small jungle lake, an undisturbed place of spooky beauty, immense ecological value and uncertain 
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prospects. But now the work begins as the team catalogs wildlife species, measures insect populations, 

scouts potential trail routes and sketches the first rough blueprints for simple cabins, lodges and landfills. 

The first paying visitors may not check into Chalalan until spring 1997. Meanwhile, this team and others to 

follow will start to form not only the basic plan for the camp, but some of its fundamental premises: How 

many and what sort of tourists can Chalalan accommodate? What affect will they have on the habitat? 

How will San Jos most benefit from the new revenue? 

"If we wanted to put a helicopter pad at Chalalan and build a luxury resort for rich Bolivians, we could do 

it easily," says Karen Ziffer of CI's Washington, D.C., headquarters. "But to do true ecotourism, to bring 

together a conservation and a development ethic, is much more difficult." 

As we march into the jungle on our hike to Chalalan, it seems impossible to imagine any looming threats 

to this still, eternal forest. Within yards, the canopy closes overhead, and we hike into the permanent 

dusk of the deep woods. The calls of croaker toucans pierce the muffled jungle hush as we pick our way 

over the massive knees of tree roots thrust into the loamy trail. Lines of leaf-cutter ants cross our path 

bearing triangular burdens of foliage, a long fleet of tiny green sails. 

But the busy serenity is illusory. Oil exploration is under way less than 30 kilometers (19 mi.) away. 

Teams of chainsaw-bearing woodcutters, some of them from San Jos, regularly ply the Tuichi, culling 

mahogany and other big hardwood trees from riverside forests. And haphazard tourism, in the form of 

rough-and-ready backpackers, is growing yearly. Clearly, ecotourism's central tenet--that additional 

human traffic will yield protection for remote areas--is an uncomfortable equation for some 

conservationists. Tourists of any stripe can trample fragile habitats, litter unspoiled forests, pollute clear 

streams. And, if too many of them come too fast, they can roil the quiet routine and traditional culture of 

indigenous communities. 

But according to Ziffer, when properly planned and tightly controlled, ecotourism can help tame the 

inevitable onslaught in areas coveted by tourists and developers alike. "Even with the national park in 

place," Ziffer says," the people of San Jos will be critical to ensuring that the area isn't overused or abused 

by ecotourism." 

Twenty minutes from the river, we come to the small clearing that will house Chalalan. Lying on the bank 

of a humid jungle lake, it is a spectacular scene, one any ecotourist would covet. As evening falls, the 

massive trees ringing the small compound swarm with roosting birds. A screaming piha sings its high-

pitched scales, answered by a bold echo from the green ridge rising behind the lake. Brett Whitney, a 

tropical-bird specialist here as part of a biological monitoring team, takes a stand in the center of the 

clearing, field glasses already unpacked and in hand. "This is really a spectacular view," he says. "A nice 

canopy. It's a very good place for seeing birds." That's good news because, among ecotourists, birders are 

prime customers: big spenders willing to rough it, obviating the need for costly and ecologically 

destructive facilities. Whitney hurries off when another ornithologist spots a pair of hoatzins nesting by the 

lake. 

An advance group of CI biologists has already finished several days of dazzling fieldwork. Their early 

consensus: Chalalan will certainly attract wildlife viewers. It is a unique habitat, a rare ecosystem created 

where the Amazon flats meet the first of the Andean highlands. CI first became interested in the Tuichi 

region when a 1990 survey indicated it was one of the most biologically diverse areas in Bolivia, possibly 

in the world. 



Because of the unusual climb of this tropical forest through several climate zones, a startling variety of 

wildlife is abundant, albeit elusive in the thick growth. This is the range of ocelots, tapirs, jaguars, 

capybaras. On vines draped over high branches, troops of howler and whiteface monkeys swing through 

the forest. Already, the field scientists have filled specimen jars with several hundred species of insects. 

Enrique Ortiz, a Peruvian biologist, has logged two tapir sightings and spotted signs of a jaguar. 

We pitch our tents under the high roofs of two open bunkhouses built by the townspeople back in 1991, 

an earlier attempt at a tourism camp which (underfunded, underplanned and underpromoted) quickly 

fizzled. In spite of that failed first run, San Jos has reason to be optimistic that a market exists. Nature 

travel is at an all-time high. In 1994, it accounted for up to 60 percent of all international tourism and 

generated as much as $250 billion in revenues, according to figures cited by the Vermont-based 

Ecotourism Society. Even in long-isolated Bolivia, tourism is booming, and ecotourism is growing by 15 

percent yearly, according to the government. Now, San Jos need only draw the tourists farther up the 

river, where few outsiders have yet ventured. 

Every morning, wood smoke laces Chalalan's moist jungle air and signals that breakfast is near. The lake 

is glazed with a thin morning mist, and a crowlike oropendula sounds its glottal call from a teardrop nest 

hanging over the water. Typically, the field biologists are already in the field. Rioja and Ziffer spend much 

of their time huddled with the San Jos community leaders who have come down from the village. 

Meantime, Kurt Culbertson, a Colorado-based landscape architect, fills his notebooks with drawings. Here 

as a pro bono advisor, Culbertson spends his days casting an expert eye over Chalalan's potential as a 

tourist draw, grilling the local residents on nearby attractions, scouting sites for trail routes, lodges, 

cabanas and waste systems. Over the next few months at his Aspen office, he will transform his notes into 

a full-scale prospectus for the project that CI will present to the town: designs for a 24-bed lodge, 

marketing plans, cost estimates, a construction schedule, even a mock-up agenda for the different types 

of potential customers, from $25-a-day backpacking college students to $50-a-night bird enthusiasts. 

"There's a big enough base of visitors here already to make it work," Culbertson says. "The backpack 

crowd will be able to handle this just fine no matter what. But by the time they're ready for a more up-

scale crowd, they're going to have comfortable cabanas, better boats for the river, a real kitchen." 

The next morning, we pack up the canoe and shove off for San Jos, where Rioja and Ziffer will brief a 

town meeting on their progress. Except for a 12-hour scramble over mountain trails, the river is San Jos's 

only link to the nearest markets and medical help, six hours downstream. Some of the houses are empty, 

abandoned by families that could no longer pick a meager existence from the small, exhausted farm plots 

or by dragging mahogany out of the jungle for $5 a day. 

"Our goal is to create jobs for San Jos," says Guido Mamami, a woodcutter and one of the group of former 

hunting guides who first pushed the idea of a tourist camp. "We're hoping 20 people will work at 

Chalalan." 

Enthusiasm for the project is high. Beneath the stylized rising sun emblazoned on San Jos's aging church, 

a crowd gathers to pour over Culbertson's drawings. The meeting attracts more than 50 people, a good 

portion of San Jos's adult population. After the failed first effort and the long delays in finding funds for 

the second, residents are eager to see concrete benefits from the tourism scheme. "We can cook them 

native food," says San Jos mayor Leopoldo Macuapa. "People in San Jos still play the zampata and the 

traditional music. We can make chi cha (an alcoholic corn drink) for the tourists and serve it in coconuts." 



Ziffer is pleased with the level of enthusiasm, but nervous about the growing talk of bringing great 

numbers of tourists to San Jos itself. She would prefer to keep visitors at Chalalan. "We have to have 

serious workshops here on how tourism has affected other communities," Ziffer says. 

Alipaz agrees. The three of us stand together at the edge of the high, grassy village square and look down 

on the town as it settles for the evening under the clear southern sky. We smell cooksmoke snaking 

through thatched roofs, listen to dinner noises from the surrounding houses and wonder how ecotourism 

will take shape in this quiet section of rain forest. 

Alipaz, along with Joe Vieira, a CI forestry specialist, will stay in San Jos to help manage the construction 

and startup of Chalalan over the next two years. She wants the village, now untethered to the outside 

world by road, phone or power line, to open its doors slowly. "We have talked about the possibility in San 

Jos that a lot of growth, a lot of visitors, could change its identity," she says. "We have to think carefully 

about how to manage it. We want to improve the quality of life, but we don't want to lose its sentiment." 

Roving journalist Steve Hendrix has put off his travels for a while as he and his wife embark upon raising 

their first child. 

Ecotourism can provide a sustainable economic base for people in areas that offer appealing wildlife or 

outdoor experiences. Here are some tips for tourists to ensure that eco-travel helps the resident economy: 

1. Do not disturb wildlife and wildlife habitat: Stay on trails. 

2. Avoid trade in wildlife products unless you know it is not harmful to plants and animals. 

3. Choose travel companies that hire local people, contribute to conservation efforts, organize small tour 

groups and provide information about local nature and culture. 

4. Travel globally but spend locally: Stay in locally owned lodging, hire local guides, eat locally grown 

foods, use local transport and buy local handicrafts. 
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Design Workshop practice “community psycology” to 
show towns how to lure tourists.


















